commanders of all HVO units
in operative zone Middle Bosnia
- UNPROFOR Brit. Bat. Commander
col. Robert Stewart
- European Monitoring Mission
- III cor. A BiH, Zenica

The cease-fire
between the HVO
and ABiH units.

command

On the basis of the orders given by the HVO Head of Staff HZ Herzeg-
Bosna, office nr.32-2/1-01-648/93 dated April 15th, in order to
obey it completely.

COMMAND

1. All the subordinate HVO units are to stop immediately all combat
actions against the units of the A BiH.

2. Exchange the detained soldiers and the civilians at once.

3. Take care of all the wounded, no matter what army they belong to.

4. Gather the relevant data about the actors of the conflict, the
causes of banishing people, murdering civilians and soldiers,
burning houses and other buildings.

5. Make contacts with A BiH commands and ask for the adequate
command to be given and obeyed completely.

6. This command is to be presented to all the subordinate HVO units.

COMMANDER

[Signature]

August 1993